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The Opportunity

T

hese spectacular gardening expos bring to life and showcase the expertise and
talents of ABC TV’s popular Gardening Australia program.

Help your business thrive in the right conditions by taking part in this unparalleled
opportunity to access potential customers.
Each Gardening Australia Expo provides you with the opportunity to promote your
business alongside the most respected gardening brand in Australia in the most
vibrant, down-to-earth and interactive event of its type.

Be there to inform, educate and entertain the
garden-loving – and big-spending – people of Australia.

Gardening Australia Expo
2007 National Calendar
We offer you direct face-to-face contact with your
customers, outstanding opportunities to display your
products and a huge market of dedicated gardeners.
You’ll also be publicly associating with organisations
and icons known and respected for their credibility.

■ OVERVIEW

Perth (NEW)

About the event
The Gardening Australia Expo has already proven itself to be the most successful garden expo Australia has seen.
In 2007 it is now poised to expand to become the ONLY national gardening event in Australia.
Incorporating

Garden Week

Incorporating Garden Week
Thursday-Sunday
April 12, 13, 14 & 15
Perry Lakes, Floreat

Garden lovers come to enjoy themselves, learn about gardening, see outstanding displays and be inspired

The event has succeeded – and expanded –
because it is what the public wants.
As well as the enjoyment they get from the day they also come to buy, buy and buy – and they don’t hold back.
They leave the event with their arms, bags and trolleys laden with an amazing range of gardening products.

Brisbane

Friday-Sunday
April 27, 28 & 29
Brisbane Exhibition
& Convention Centre,
South Bank

Due to the overwhelming success of the expos in 2006, the events have enlarged and expanded across the
country to accommodate the tens of thousands of gardening enthusiasts all eager to enjoy the experience.

Timing
The timing of any event is about delivering the largest possible qualiﬁed visitor audience and comprehensive
cross-section of exhibitors.
The Gardening Australia Expo is committed to this and has situated each expo at peak seasonal times to suit
your business cycles; it has also taken into consideration existing major events, local weather conditions and
suitability in relation to other factors that are important to the garden-loving public. All of the expos are also
located in easily accessible venues.

Each expo will maximise your opportunity to grow
your business through associating with this
renowned gardening icon.

Location
The Gardening Australia Expo is located in the heart of each of the host cities in purpose-built exhibition venues.
The venues often incorporate both indoor and outdoor exhibition areas to encourage interaction with the very
environment that nourishes this industry, as well as provide comfort and a relaxing atmosphere for visitors.
Easy access to public transport, plenty of parking, air-conditioned (indoors) for visitor comfort and great
loading dock facilities make life easy for all of us.

Sydney
Friday-Sunday
August 24, 25 & 26
Sydney Showground,
Sydney Olympic Park,
Homebush Bay

Melbourne
Friday-Sunday
October 5, 6 & 7
Caulﬁeld Racecourse,
Caulﬁeld

Adelaide (NEW)
Friday-Sunday
November 2, 3 & 4
Adelaide Showground,
Wayville

■ ABOUT THE VISITOR
The gardening visitor
The Gardening Australia Expo offers something for everyone whether they have a
few pots on the verandah, or huge landscaped gardens.
Beginners and seasoned green-thumbs alike are drawn by the opportunity to
learn from and be motivated by industry experts, and leave with everything they
need to complete their project.
And that doesn’t mean they are just passers-by or onlookers at the event. Expo
visitors are genuine gardeners and they see this event as the deﬁnitive source of
new products, great ideas and inspiration.

There’s no need to dream about your ideal customer.
Take a stand at the expo and meet thousands of
them every day.
They are prepared to spend up big and, even if they don’t purchase from you at
the expo, it is your brand they will remember when they are next in the market for
your product.
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Backed by the nation’s most respected gardening program, ABC TV’s Gardening
Australia, the expo is based on a winning formula that has drawn hundreds of
thousands of people to the event across the country.
A key element for retaining consumer interest at the Gardening Australia Expo
involves complementing the momentum of down-to-earth information and
learning opportunities with inspiration and entertainment.

The Gardening Australia Expo features one of the most accessible, informative
and creative schedules available to gardeners in 2007. All exhibitors are welcome
to submit ideas for seminars, demonstrations and inspirational or educational
talks, all of which will enhance the experience of the expo for both consumers and
exhibitors alike.
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■ BE THERE
Why you should exhibit
The Gardening Australia Expos are Australia’s most successful indoor and outdoor gardening events and they’re about to expand their reach.
Simply being under the Gardening Australia banner is prestigious in itself – it’s one of Australia’s most enduring gardening
icon. As well as the acclaimed ABC TV program hosted by Peter Cundall, Gardening Australia magazine is a highly
successful spin-off. In its 16th year, and with a circulation topping 93,000, it is the country’s leading gardening title.
This is your chance to be part of this high proﬁle consumer event providing an excellent opportunity to align your business
with an established and respected brand.

• Now located in 5 of Australia’s
premier garden expo venues

• Key media partners deliver a large
target audience

• Meet thousands of buyers
• Exhibitions are the perfect
opportunity where walk-by trafﬁc
is measured in the thousands

• Make sales on the spot and for
months after the expo

• Develop a personal and direct
relationship with your client

• Answer questions, overcome

objections, and meet gardeners
face to face

• Show your product or service

industry trends

• A great opportunity to network
with fellow exhibitors who share

range in real life rather than a

your interest in the garden

catalogue

industry

• Gain instant feedback - the
ultimate in direct marketing

• Launch new products and
services

• Establish qualiﬁed mailing lists
• A nation-wide and state-wide
marketing campaign

• Keep up-to-date with current

• Educate and inspire through
seminar and stage presentations

• Raise the proﬁle of your business
• Gain an immediate return on your
investment

• Ignite your customers’ ﬁve senses
- they can hear, touch, taste, see
and smell your products

Be there to help grow your business opportunities in 2007.

■ WHO SHOULD EXHIBIT?
Reasons to exhibit and more about the event
No matter what your exhibition objective or business size, the Gardening Australia Expo can give you a fertile position that
will help you make the most of this excellent marketing and selling opportunity.
Most exhibitors in other states re-book their stands before the previous event is over or straight after it.

Be quick and make sure there is a space reserved for you.
This is the event for you.
Does your business or organisation specialise in any of the following gardening and garden-related areas?

• Accessories/Ornaments
• Artwork
• Associations & Industry Bodies
– Garden

• BBQs
• Blinds – Outdoor & Shade
• Chimineas
• Clothing
• Craft
• Education & Research
• Feature Gardens
• Fencing & Screening
• Fertilisers
• Floral Display
• Food & Beverages
• Garden Equipment & Tools
• Garden Tours
• Gates

• Gazebos
• Gifts
• Grey Water Systems
• Health & Beauty Products
• Herbs
• Hoses & Accessories
• Irrigation Products
• Lattice
• Lawn Care
• Lighting
• Maintenance
• Mowers
• Outdoor Furniture
• Paving & Edging
• Permaculture
• Pest Control
• Pet-related Garden Products
• Plants & Nurseries

• Plant Societies
• Pots & Containers
• Power Tools
• Publications & Books
• Retaining Walls
• Sculpture
• Seeds & Bulbs
• Shade Structures
• Sheds
• Soil Conditioners
• Spas & Pools
• Tanks
• Tourist Destinations
• Turf Supplies
• Water Features
• Worm Farms
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■ FEATURE ELEMENTS & AREAS
Purchasing Power

Education

Visitors have access to the largest cross-section of
garden products and services; they gain the best
advice from the experts - our exhibitors – and buy
their favourite plants and equipment to enhance their
backyard.

Education will be provided via demonstrations and
presentations on theatre stages and in retail areas,
allowing visitors to choose the topic of interest and
enjoy what’s on offer, plus develop contacts with groups
and individuals that can provide ongoing information
and advice after the expo.

Visitors often spend up to
ﬁve hours at the expo, so
selecting the right spot
can further maximise
your chance at capturing
even greater returns and
ensuring your
business ﬂourishes.

Gardening Australia Theatre – features informative
presentations from ABC TV’s Gardening Australia
presenters on subjects such as healthy soil, pests
and disease, plant propagation, water-wise gardening,
landscaping and other great gardening techniques.

Buying at the event couldn’t be easier thanks to the
easy layout and the Plant & Product Pick-up. This is a
convenient area where for a small fee of $2, all plant
and product purchases can be left in safety and picked
up when leaving, allowing visitors to browse for more
goods. This directly helps increase their length of stay
at the expo.
Live demonstrations, features areas and gardening
education sessions have been carefully chosen and
scheduled to increase visitor satisfaction.
Education at the expo provides solutions to problems
(Gardening Australia Theatre & Ask It, Solve It Stage),
inspiration for creation (Feature Gardens, Floral and Plant
Society Displays, Gardener’s Village Kitchen Theatre), and
encourages spending at the exhibitor stands.

Feature and
inspirational elements
Select your place within the wide variety of locations:
• General Retail
• Greenlife Pavilion
• Gardener’s Village
• Feature Garden
• Plant Society
• Floral Design

Ask It Solve It Stage – an informal, intimate Q&A
panel format featuring ABC TV’s Gardening Australia
presenters as well as other industry experts who pass
on their expertise and answer audience questions.
Pete’s Patch - made famous through ABC TV’s
Gardening Australia, Pete’s Patch will be on display
at the expo and Peter Cundall will amaze visitors with
stories and information about how to grow great
organic vegies.

Interactivity
The stage areas come alive at the Gardening Australia
Expo with infoTrmative presentations and performances
from ABC TV presenters, cooking personalities and
cooking demonstrations.
Gardening Australia Feature Garden –at each expo,
an ABC TV Gardening Australia presenter will create
a feature garden designed around their individual
expertise; and they’ll share their hands-on techniques
to achieve their favourite style.

Gardener’s Village – an area ﬁlled with a selection
of goods from specialty providores of ﬁne foods and
beverages, as well as other lifestyle products that
garden lovers look for to indulge themselves.

Greenlife Pavilion – a specialised plant and nursery
area for plant purchases. In some locations this will
form part of the ﬂoor plan (spread throughout) while in
others it will be featured in an outdoor pavilion.
ABC For Kids Activity Area – this ensures the expo
is for all the family. Children will be kept happy with
craft, colouring-in, DVDs and games as well as daily
appearances by popular characters from ABC TV
Kids programs.

Balance

There’s no better way to enthuse your customers than
to inspire and educate with the above ingredients.

An exhibition is able
to deliver real insight
in a face-to-face and
hands-on situation not
otherwise possible in
print, ﬁlm or
electronic media.

NEW in 2007: Gardener’s Village Kitchen Theatre
– an interactive kitchen theatre designed to show
easy, hands-on cooking techniques to take the fruits
of the garden to the table. There will be chefs, cooking
experts, personalities and exhibitors.

Entertainment and
Inspiration
Within the expo we have created various interactive
and inspirational areas where expo visitors can get
hands-on with products and learn about services
before deciding to buy, as well as enjoy a fun day out
with entertainment for all the family.

■ STAND TYPE
Your expo exposure

Or

Will your stand be shell scheme?

Will your stand be space only?

(This includes carpeted ﬂoor space, walls, fascia
board bearing your company name and stand
number and 2 spotlights per 9 sqm).

(minimum space is 18sqm)
(Bare ﬂoor space. Proposed stand
design must include ﬂooring and walls).
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■ ADVERTISING
Getting
g the word out
for growth
The Gardening Australia Expo gains wide recognition and
coverage through an extensive media campaign.
Throughout the year key trade magazines, associations
and industry bodies cover the event, on websites, in
diary/calendar listings and through advertisements
placed to ensure extensive awarenesst of the event.
As the event draws closer, a high proﬁle advertising
campaign is launched through targeted magazines,
newspapers, television and radio guaranteeing the expo

achieves the highest awareness.
Advertisements are placed in major daily newspapers,
Sunday papers and extensively in local newspapers. Our
advertising also includes commercial television.
Radio advertising incorporates key talk-back radio
stations and other selected high-reach stations.
Our Internet site receives numerous hits and carries the
full promotional campaign www.abcgardeningexpo.com.au
The ABC network also suppports the expo through
mentions in the Gardening Australia TV program,
ABC television network, national and local radio, over

100 ABC Shops and Centres and advertisements in
Gardening Australia magazine.
The advertising delivers visitors from outside the
immediate city centre, encouraging people to travel to
the expo.
We have a special program directed at coach groups
who travel two and a half hours or more to the event.
A dedicated media and PR team work closely with the
media to further leverage our exposure.

Your business and sales result will beneﬁt from our promotional
relationships and key media partners.

■ POWER OF PROMOTION
Marketing Support
Promotional support provided to exhibitors:

• FREE promotional ﬂyers to be used at your discretion
• FREE What’s Hot on the Web listing on the expo website for your hot new, unique and exciting products that will be at the expo
• A committed advertising spend incorporating television, radio, newspapers and magazines
• Exclusive opportunity to advertise on the Gardening Australia Expo website
• Exclusive opportunity to advertise in the Onsite Event Program
• FREE e-cards to send to customers on your database to alert them about your participation in the expo
• FREE website links provided to direct trafﬁc back from your website to the event site for further information
• Assistance from our dedicated public relations/media team
•• News releases about the show distributed to trade and public media generating pre-show and during-show exposure
•• FREE business listing in the Onsite Event Program
• FREE opportunity to conduct a stage/theatre presentation
•• Key media partners and sponsors deliver a large targeted audience
• The right web address - www.abcgardeningexpo.com.au

The right tools, the right message.

■ FOCUS YOUR BUSINESS
General Retail Area

recognition for their brands.

The Gardening Australia Expo has been successfully
staged now for 6 years in Sydney and 3 years in both
Brisbane and Melbourne. The inaugural expos in Perth
and Adelaide will take place in 2007, making it a truly
national event. In many cases, exhibitors have achieved
outstanding retail sales while at the same time, gaining

The Gardening Australia Expo offers something for
everyone.
Visitors come looking for everything from the practical to
the beautiful for their garden.
They also come looking for information and inspiration,
entertainment and education.

Focus your business opportunities by carefully selecting
the best placement of your stand within the expo.
Whether you wish to achieve brand recognition or simply
make retail sales during the expo, your expectations
should be met in both ways. Take this opportunity to
plant yourself at the Gardening Australia Expos and
realise the potential for your business growth in 2007.

The expos have gained a proven reputation for showcasing exhibitors’
products to thousands of visitors.
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■ TAKE THE GARDEN TO THE TABLE
Gardener’s Village

A feature of the event will once again be the fantastic
Gardener’s Village area.

This section showcases boutique food and wine producers
as well as skincare products from all over Australia,
retailing products visitors can’t easily come by and some
that are only found in high quality, gourmet markets.

This year, adjacent to the Village in each expo, there will
be a Gardener’s Village Kitchen Theatre. Gardener’s Village
exhibitors are invited to participate in the demonstrations
that will run throughout each day.
Gardener’s Village stands are neat and contained and are
4, 6 or 9 square metres.

The Gardener’s Village has its own focus. It is built using
a different colour scheme from the rest of the expo, to
emphasise the specialty aspect of the area.

■ GROW YOUR BUSINESS
Greenlife Pavilion
The most popular purchase at the Gardening Australia
expo is plants.
If you are a nursery, then where better to plant yourself
than in an area dedicated to presenting the diversity and
quality of plant material available to the public?
The Greenlife Pavilion is a mixing pot of stunning colour,
variety of form and foliage, as well as your basic garden
seedlings and bulbs.
Exhibiting in the Greenlife Pavilion is not just an

exceptional retail opportunity.
It’s also the chance to network with fellow wholesalers,
retailers and specialist growers, giving unparalleled
business opportunities.
In some expo locations this will form part of the ﬂoor plan
(spread throughout) while, in others, it will be featured in
an outdoor pavilion.
To exhibit in the Greenlife Pavilion you need to meet
our standards of quality and presentation and be either
a wholesale or retail nursery business. Ask for your
application form for more detailed information.

Wholesale and retail nurseries can sell their plants
direct to the thousands of expo visitors.

■ BE A SOURCE OF INSPIRATION
Build a Feature Garden
Design and build a stunning Feature Garden for the
Gardening Australia Expo and take advantage of the
wide exposure and brand building opportunities of being
associated with one of the most respected Australian
gardening icons.
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The visual spectacle they provide ensures they are a
source of inspiration for every visitor. And they draw more
than their share of media attention and coverage.
The Feature Gardens offer something for everyone, with
styles that suit a variety of tastes, needs and budgets.
The range includes courtyards, water gardens, organic
plantings, native gardens, traditional and modern, innercity living styles. Located at the heart of the expo, the
gardens showcase excellence in design and horticultural
techniques and introduce the latest in landscaping

materials and trends.
Creating an inspirational, original and imaginative garden
does much more than simply raise awareness of your
talents among thousands of visitors. You’ll also develop
a network of potential suppliers and clients and vie with
industry peers for a Gardening Australia Expo award for
your work.
All of this will beneﬁt your business, through the direct
association with an iconic name as well as the publicity
and public awareness generated by the expo marketing
campaign.
Space for Feature Gardens is free, but is allocated on the
basis of an approved design.
Ask for you application now.

Feature Gardens are a major draw card at the
Gardening Australia Expo.

Highlight
ht your Plant
Society

Arrange Your
Floral Talent

If you are a Plant, Botanic or Horticultural Society there’s
also a place for you at the Gardening Australia Expo.

Exciting and up-and-coming designers from educational
institutions and industry bodies and well-known
contemporary ﬂoral artists will be invited to challenge
themselves to set new benchmarks for imagination and
design by creating ﬂoral displays that will capture the
senses.

As a non-proﬁt organisation we offer societies a walled
booth with table, chairs and signage. This is for the group
to showcase members’ work, provide information and
gain new membership, as well as offer advice to visitors
about the group’s particular area of specialisation.
Bigger display spaces are available for larger societies.
Visitors love to meet and talk about their favourite plant
and possibly even join the club or society. Spaces for
Societies are provided free, however you cannot retail
anything from this space, it is an information and advice
service only. As previous events have shown, the amiable
atmosphere of this environment is one of the expo
visitors’ favourite places.

All displays are judged on the use of ﬂowers and foliage
as an art form. The spectacular displays also provide a
stunning backdrop to the many activities in the expo.
Spaces for the ﬂoral displays are free, but allocated on
the basis of approved designs.
Ask for your application form now and raise your ﬂoral
business proﬁle.

Entering a display provides enormous exposure for your
business as well as helping your business to blossom.

■ BUILD
brand awareness

■ INTERACT
with a qualiﬁed audience

■ EDUCATE
and demonstrate

■ LAUNCH
new products

■ CREATE
ongoing sales

■ RESEARCH
the market

■ SELL
at the expo and for months
to come

■ COMMUNICATE
with your target market

■ Expression of Interest Form
I would like to find out more about exhibiting at:
Gardening Australia Expo:
Perth 12-15 April, 2007
Brisbane 27-29 April, 2007
Sydney 24-26 August, 2007
Melbourne 5-7 October, 2007
Adelaide 2-4 November, 2007

1. Your Details:
Sole Trader

Company

Title

Mr

Contact Name

|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|

Mrs

Ms

Miss

Company Name|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|
Trading Name*

|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|

Street Address

|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|

Suburb

|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|

State

|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|

|__|__|__|__|

Postcode

Postal Address |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|
Suburb

|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|

State

|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|

Phone

|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|Fax|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|

Mobile

|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|

E-mail

|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|

Web Address

|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|

|__|__|__|__|

Postcode

*(if different from company name)

2. Your Products
a) Please attach a list of products that you plan to exhibit/sell as an exhibitor with approximate prices.
Provide a brochure if this is applicable.
b) Will you be offering a promotional bag, giveaways, samples, new products or specials exclusive to the event?
Yes

No

c) Will you be having an industry expert/celebrity appearance as part of your display?
Yes
No
If yes, please contact our Marketing Department to discuss further promotional opportunities and stage appearances.
If yes, who will it be? |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|

3. Product Category
Please tick the area or category that your organisation best suits:
General Retail

Greenlife Pavilion

Gardener’s Village

Feature Garden

Plant Society

Floral Design

4. Your Stand, Space Preference and Services
Select your preferred stand type, space/size and services
that you may require.

Disclaimer: Expertise Events, while making every endeavour,
cannot guarantee that the requested space/location will be
available.

5. How to Book or Confirm this Expression
of Interest

a) Stand Type
Will your stand be shell scheme?
Yes
No
(This includes floor space, walls, fascia board bearing your
company name and stand number and 2 spotlights per 9
sqm. Minimum size 9 sqm)

Upon receipt of this Expression of Interest, Expertise
Events will contact you to confirm your interest and/or
clarify details and questions that you may have about
exhibiting at the event.
An Expertise Events representative will contact you to
discuss your interest and further explain the next steps
required to make a firm booking for the event.
In general terms, you will need to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

OR Will your stand be space only?
(minimum space is 18 sqm)
Yes
No
(Bare floor space. Proposed stand design must include
flooring, walls and lighting).

OR Will your stand be outdoors?
No

Yes

Length of stand – frontage

Width of stand – depth

m X
m X

Length of stand – frontage

m
Width of stand – depth

m X

Option 3

m

c) Structure & Services
Will your stand incorporate towers or structures more than
2.4 m high?
Yes
No
If you are exhibiting food products;
Do you intend to be sampling food products?
Yes

•

This document not does not constitute an offer but is
issued only to invite proposals.

•

Expertise Events reserves the right to conduct a
credit reference check on the applicant and Expertise
Events reserves the right to decline the application if
it deems that the reference check is not acceptable.

•

Expertise Events reserves the right to reject any
proposal on whatever grounds it deems acceptable at
its entire discretion. No correspondence will be
entered into respect to a declined proposal.

Signature

Date

m

Length of stand – frontage Width of stand – depth

Option 2

6. Terms and Conditions

Signature of applicant

b) Space Preference
Option 1

5.
6.
7.
8.

Confirm your stand type/size and space preference
Return Exhibition Contract (with deposit payment)
Order service requirements (power/phone/water)
Order partitioning (walling/furniture/accessories/
name boards)
Provide insurance documentation
Order Exhibitor Badges
Make final balance payment for Exhibition Contract
Make arrangements for set-up, staff, stock delivery, displays.

No

Do you intend to be sampling liquor?
Yes
No
Do you require a sink or basin?
Yes
No

Post this form to:
Expertise Events, PO Box 6053 Frenchs Forest NSW
2086
Fax this form to:
Attention: Exhibition Manager Fax: 02 9975 3707
For further details contact:
Tel: (02) 9452 7575
Privacy Act Statement:
Expertise Events uses the information provided by you pursuant to this
Expression of Interest for the primary purpose of processing, assessing and
determining the occupancy of space at the venue listed for the event named.
Any information given pursuant to the documents lodged could be deemed
personal information and accordingly is governed by the Privacy Legislation.
Any information lodged with Expertise Events will remain confidential at all
times except for disclosure which you may have consented to or which is
otherwise required by law. We may pass your information on to any Operational
Service Providers or such other persons that Expertise Events deems helpful in
enabling the successful applicant to adhere to the Expertise Events Exhibition
Contract. You may request access to your information and request that it
be corrected at any time. If you wish to correct or request access to your
information or elect to stop this information being passed on as stated above,
please contact Expertise Events Operations Department at, Expertise Events,
PO Box 6053, Frenchs Forest NSW 2086.

be•spoke (bee-spohk)

1. The definition of the word bespoke comes

An individual or custom-designed product
or service.

from bespoken, giving the characteristic of

Tailored to meet the customer’s requirements.

event from a blank canvas, with the client and

Individually made by a master craftsman.

choice. In event terms this means to design an
market adding their own individual choice of
styling to those of the skilled maker.
2. Events are created that are custom - designed,

About The Event Maker:

high quality and made to specific personal

Expertise Events is a bespoke event maker.
Bespoke event making is a skilled craft.
It requires years of experience and master
craftsmanship to create events that incorporate
the hands-on work of the company owners and

requirements.
3. A bespoke event delivers a qualified, targeted
audience to its exhibitors as well as an
inspirational ‘experience’ for its visitors.
4. A personal plan is drawn for each event with its

staff as well as the understanding of our customers’

features and inspirational elements being cut

personal needs.

from the base-cloth of its market choice;

Expertise Events runs over 30 superior events each

never using a basic template that has been

year that exemplify the company’s reputation

adjusted to fit.

as the leading Australian owned and managed
exhibition and event organiser.

5.Using this personalised pattern, the event is
then sewn, trimmed and finished with the finest

Events made by Expertise Events have all the

skill so that the result is a hand-made, detailed

hallmarks you would expect from true

event that inspires, educates and delivers a

bespoke tailoring:

unique experience.

head office: unit 4/1 skyline place, frenchs forest nsw 2086 p: (02) 9452 7575 f: (02) 9975 3707
info@expertiseevents.com.au

www.abcgardeningexpo.com.au
www.expertiseevents.com.au

